CREATIVITY, INNOVATION, AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP (CIE)

CIE 391 - Special Topics. 1-12 Credits.
(R-12) Offered intermittently. Experimental offerings of visiting professors, experimental offerings of new courses, or one-time offerings of current topics.

CIE 401 - Creative Collaboration. 3 Credits.
(R-6) Offered intermittently. Creative Collaboration challenges students to become a team and engage real problems, preparing to be adaptive and successful collaborators regardless of their field. Each student works with a team of peers on projects that are student-generated, from campus research, city or business partners, or community non-profits. Level: Undergraduate-Graduate

CIE 402 - Digital Portfolio. 3 Credits.
(R-6) Offered intermittently. A Digital Portfolio is a collection of text-based, graphic, or multimedia artifacts that represent a student's accomplishments. Digital Portfolios are a practical means of collecting, selecting and reflecting on a student's academic achievements. As a summative capstone experience, students develop a comprehensive Digital Portfolio that exemplifies the Innovation Certificate and condenses the skills gained, partnerships built, and inherent navigation of a contemporary workforce. Level: Undergraduate-Graduate